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In a previou~ paper1l (which is referred 
to as [I]), it has been shown that both 
gravitational and rotational waves in a 
class of regular isotropic model-universes 
allowable in a modified theory of general 
relativity (whose gravitational Lagrangian 
is given by Lg=R- (1/6/2) (l2R)", 2l where 
R is the scalar curvature, l a characteristic 
length such as :S:107 <2n-Bl/(n- 1l em and n= 
const>1) become singular at respective 
characteristic epochs, except for a special 
model-universe without physical reality. 
We have also suggested that such a difficulty 
would be eliminated by taking into con-

. sideration the viscosity effect. of the sub
stratum to those waves. The·· purpose of 
this letter is to show that, even in the 
most favourable situation, the viscosity 
effect cannot dissolve the difficulty. 

In the case of a viscous fluid specified 
by the total density p, pressure p and the 
viscosity coefficient /f., Eqs. (3·5) and (3·12) 
in [I] for the amplitudes J.l (r;) (gravita
tional wave) and ()) (r;) (rotational wave) 
are modified into 

v" + (2a'fa+A' /A+2tccp.ajA)v' 

(1) 

and 

(J)"+{2a' fa+A' /A+2tccp.ajA 

kzcp.j a }())' -0 (2) 
+ (c2p+p-2cp.a' ja2) - ' 

where tc is Einstein's gravitation constant, 
k a wave number parameter, a(r;) a scale 
factor specifying the cosmic expansion and 

A= 1- (n/6) (lj a)2 <n- 1l (6a" / a)"- 1• (3) 

Dynamical equations (1) and (2) for the 
respective amplitudes v and ()) show that 
the viscosity effect may generally compete 
with the cosmic expansion or contraction 
effect (=a'/ a) and the deviation effect 
(=A' j A) from generel relativity in power. 

As pointed out in [I], the background 
equations (2 · 9) and (2.·10) for the scale 
factor a (r;) ·and the· energy conservation 
are valid even when the substratum is 
viscous. Accordingly, as shown by Breiz
man et al,2l and Gurovich,3l we have a 
class of regular CO<a*:c;;a(r;)<oo) model
universes at least when 6f5<n<2 and 
1/3?:pjc2p"?,O, where a* stands for the 
value of a(r;) at the bounce epoch r;=O, 
i.e., a=a*, a'=O and a"= (l/6) (a*jl) 3 

{12tcc2p*a*2/(n-1)}lfn at r;=O. It has been 
shown in [I], however, that there appear 
in those model-universes (except for a 
special one without physical reality) some 
characteristic epochs at which we have 
A=O but A'*O, in terms of which both 
v and ()) obeying Eqs. (1) and (2) with 
p.=O become singular at those epochs. 

Prior to entering into the analysis of 
Eqs. (1) and (2) with a finite viscosity 
coefficient, let us assume that the inequality 
c2p+p>2cp.a' ja2 (being automatically satis
fied in the contracting phase with a nega
tive a', by virtue of an intrinsic posi
tiveness of p.) holds even in the expanding 
phase, in order to assure that the physical 
fluid velocity Dva for the rotational wave 
is always regular. Then we see that the 
viscosity may eliminate the divergence of J.l 

and ())when A=O or a"= (l/6) (6/n)1f<n- 1l 
X (a/ /) 3, if and only if 

(n-l) (am fa" -3a' fa) +0(A1+ 6) 
2tcca 

for A=O, (4) 
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where o is a positive constant. Once a 
regular model-universe is picked out, the 
viscosity coefficient j). can in principle be 
settled as a definite function of a(r;) by 
taking in due consideration of the interac
tion among constituent particles of the 
substratum. Therefore, it is doubtful 
whether the viscosity coefficient thus settled 
may satisfy the very severe condition ( 4). 
In fact, if am ja"<3a' fa when A=O, the 
condition ( 4) becomes physically non
sense. 

To examine concretely the last point of 
issue, let us consider two regular model
universes in the case n=4/3, i.e., one is 
the radiation dominant (p=c2 p/3) model 
with C_=-C+=P> and the other the 
hadronic matter dominant (p/c2p=O) 
model. 3> As summarized in § 4 of [I], they 
are specified by a=a*=a0r; 2/ (r;+l), ( -I<r; 
<=) with a*= (l/3)(c2l2/2rcGp*)1i4 and 
a=a*+a0r;2 /4 with a*=2-8i3a 0 and p*= 
(216c/ l)2!8rcG(?:_ 1045 g/cm3, because l:::;I0- 7 

em when n=4/3), respectively, on the 
prescription that a0 =2·3- 512l. On insert
ing these expressions in A=O with n=4/3, 
we obtain r;2+ (a*ja 0) (r;+l) -2=0 and 
r;2=7. 2-213, respectively. Then the re
spective characteristic epochs are represent
ed by r;c= {(a*/2a0 -1)2+1F12- (a*/2a0) 

C<or>O according as a*/a0>or<2) and 
r;c= ±7112·2-118, respectively. Accordingly 
we obtain 

(am/ a" -3a' / a)0 

l-(3/2) {(a*/a0) 2-4(a*/a0) +8}ii2, 
= (p/c2p=l/3) 

=F3·71J2.2-sfa, (p/czp=O) .. 

which shows that both model-universes 
cannot satisfy the condition .(4) because 
of an intrinsic positiveness of /1. Such a 
situation is probably common to all regular 
model-universes based on the Breizman et 
al,2> type of Lg, because we have no in
dication that the inequality A>O is always 
satisfied by those models without violating 
physical reality. 

In the above circumstance, one of the 
authors (H.N.) is seeking' heuristically for 
another modified gravitational Lagrangian 
which is not only free from the difficulty 
revealed in [I] ·and this letter, but also 
applicable to the solar gravitational field. 

The authors thank Professor T. Tati for 
helpful discussions. 
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